
Subject: THE AUSSIE VERSION OF CREATION

In the beginning God created day and night.
He created day for footy  matches, going to the 
beach..... and BBQ's....... 

He created night for going prawning,

Sleeping…..

and BBQ's. 

On the Second Day, God created water....  for 

surfing,                                                  swimming ,                                              and 

BBQ's on the beach,

On the Third Day God created the Earth to bring forth 

plants       to provide malt and yeast for beer 

and wood for BBQs. 



On the Fourth Day God created animals
and crustaceans       for chops, sausages, 

steak and prawns for BBQ's.

On the Fifth day God created a Bloke to go 
to the footy, enjoy the beach, drink the beer 
and eat the meat and prawns at BBQ's, and 
God saw that it was good.

On the Sixth Day God saw that the Bloke was lonely 
and needed someone to go to the footy, surf, drink 
beer, eat and stand around the barbie with.

So God created Mates,                              and God saw that they 
were good Blokes. 

On the Seventh Day God looked around at the 
twinkling barbie fires, heard the hiss of opening beer 
cans       and the raucous laughter of all the Blokes. 
He smelled the aroma of grilled chops and sizzling 
prawns and   God Saw that it was good .. ..

Well..... Almost good..... 



He saw that the Blokes were too tired to clean up and 
needed a rest.

So God created Sheilas to clean the house,  to bear 
children, to wash, to cook and to clean the Barbie, and 
then God saw that it was not just good..…

 
It was Bloody Awesome! 

IT  WAS  AUSTRALIA !!!!!



The importance of an 
occupation after retirement

As we get older we sometimes begin to 
doubt our ability to "make a difference" in 
the world. It is at these times that our hopes 
are boosted by the remarkable 
achievements of other "seniors" who have 
found the courage to take on challenges 
that would make many of us wither.

Harold Schlumberg is such a person:

THIS IS QUOTED FROM HAROLD:

"I've often been asked, 'What do you do 
now that you're retired?'

Well...I'm fortunate to have a chemical 
engineering background and one of the 
things I enjoy most is converting beer, wine 
and whiskey into urine.
It's rewarding, uplifting, satisfying and 
fulfilling. 
I do it every day and I really enjoy it !"

Harold is an inspiration to us all.



Never mind horse meat in burgers, this is a lot 
more worrying!



Medical Marvel

A Pakistani immigrant goes to a Doctor and says, 
"I feel terrible !"

The Doctor says, 
"You need to pee and poo in a bucket for a week,
Throw in a dead fish and a rotting cabbage. 

Put a towel over your head and inhale the vapours for 3 days". 

 

The man does this and goes back to the Doctor and says, 
"I feel wonderful!  What was wrong with me?" 

"You were homesick !!"



WALKING THE DOG 
 

A woman was flying from Seattle to San Francisco .  

Unexpectedly, the plane was diverted to Sacramento along the way. 

The flight attendant explained that there would be a delay, and if the passengers wanted to get off 
the aircraft the plane would re-board in 50 minutes. 

 
Everybody got off the plane except one lady who was blind. 

A man had noticed her as he walked by and could tell the lady was blind because her guide dog 
lay quietly underneath the seats in front of her throughout the entire flight. 

He could also tell she had flown this very flight before because the pilot approached her and, 
calling her by name, said, "Kathy, we are in Sacramento for almost an hour. Would you like to get 

off and stretch your legs?"
 

The blind lady said, "No thanks, but maybe Buddy would like to stretch his legs." 

Picture this: 

All the people in the gate area came to a complete standstill when they looked up and saw the 
pilot walk off the plane with a guide dog for the blind!  

Even worse, the pilot was wearing sunglasses!

People scattered.  They not only tried to change planes, but they were trying to change airlines!  

True story..... 

Have a great day and remember.... 

THINGS AREN'T ALWAYS AS THEY APPEAR.

(believe nothing you hear and only half of what you see)



Australian Love Poem 

Of course I love ya darlin 
You're a bloody top-notch bird 
And when I say you're gorgeous 
I mean every single word 

So ya bum is on the big side 
I don't mind a bit of flab 
It means that when I'm ready 
There's somethin' there to grab 

So your belly isn't flat no more 
I tell ya, I don't care 
So long as when I cuddle ya 
I can get my arms round there 

No Sheila who is your age 
Has nice round perky breasts 
They just gave in to gravity 
But I know ya did ya best 

I'm tellin' ya the truth now 
I never tell ya lies 
I think it’s very sexy 
That you've got dimples on ya thighs 

I swear on me nanna's grave now 
The moment that we met 
I thought you was as good as 
I was ever gonna get 

No matter what u look like 
I'll always love ya dear 
Now shut up while the cricket’s on 
And fetch another beer

 

 

Fair brings a lump to yer throat don't it!!



Celibacy can be a choice in life, or a condition imposed by  
circumstances.

While attending a harmony for couples weekend, Dave and his 
Partner, Ann, listened  to the instructor declare, "It is 
essential that husbands and wives know the things that are 
important to each  other."

He then addressed the men, "Can you name and describe your 
wife's favourite flower ?"

Dave leaned over, touched Ann's arm gently, and whispered, 
"It's Homepride, isn't it?"

 

Thus began Dave's life of celibacy.

A frustrated wife buys a pair of crotchless panties in an 
attempt to spice up her dead sex-life. She puts them on, 
together with a short skirt and sits on the sofa opposite her 
husband. At strategic moments she uncrosses her legs

... enough times that her husband finally asks, "Are you 
wearing crotchless panties?"

"Y-e-s," she answers with a seductive smile.

"Thank God - I thought you were sitting on the cat !"



Read to the end before making a decision.

This test only has one question, but it's a very important one.

By giving an honest answer, you will discover where you stand 
morally.

The test features an unlikely, completely fictional situation in 
which you will have to make a decision.

Remember that your answer needs to be honest,
yet spontaneous!

Please scroll down slowly and give due consideration to each 
line.

*** THE SITUATION: ***

You are in London.

There is chaos all around you caused by a hurricane with 
severe flooding.

This is a flood of biblical proportions.

You are a photo-journalist working for a major 
newspaper and you're caught in the middle of this epic 
disaster.

The situation is nearly hopeless.

You're trying to shoot career-making photos.

There are houses and people swirling around you, some 
disappearing into the water.

Nature is unleashing all of its destructive fury.



*** THE TEST: ***

Suddenly, you see a man in the water.

He is fighting for his life, trying not to be
taken down with the debris.
 

You move closer...Somehow, the man looks familiar....

You suddenly realise who it is....
It's the Muslim Cleric, Abu Hamza, the one-eyed,
hook-handed bastard who hates non-Muslims and
wants the UK to become an Islamic state!

You notice that the raging waters are about to take
him under forever.

You have two options:

(1)  You can save the life of Abu Hamza
 

or
 

(2)  You can shoot a dramatic Pulitzer Prize
      winning photo, documenting the death of one of 

 the country's most despised, evil and powerful men!

*** NOW THE QUESTION ***
(AND PLEASE GIVE AN HONEST ANSWER) 

Would you select high contrast colour film, or just go 
with the classic simplicity of black and white?



A TOURIST BOARD SLOGAN FROM ............................

 

 

The city of Agra in India.



THE WOODEN BALL TRICK 

An old man walked into the barbershop for a shave and a haircut. He 
told the barber he can't get all the whiskers off because his cheeks 
are too wrinkled from age. The barber got a little wooden ball from a 
cup on the shelf and told him to put it inside his cheek to spread out 
the skin. When he'd finished, the old man told the barber that was 
the cleanest shave he'd had in years. But he wanted to know what 
would have happened if he had swallowed the little ball.

The barber replied,

"Just bring it back in a couple of days -

like everyone else does !"



Just Like the Club

The British Way

A fleeing Taliban, desperate for water, was plodding through the 
Afghan desert when he saw something far off in the distance. Hoping 
to find water, he hurried toward the oasis only to find a British 
Fusilier selling regimental ties.

The Taliban asked, "Do you have water?"

The soldier replied, "There is no water, the well is dry. Would you like 
to buy a tie instead? They are only £5."

The Taliban shouted, "You idiot infidel! I do not need an over-priced 
tie. I need water! I should kill you, but I must find water first!"

"OK," said the soldier, "It does not matter that you do not want to 
buy a tie and that you hate me. I will show you that I am bigger than 
that, and that I am a much better human being than you. If you 
continue over that hill to the east for about two miles, you will find 
our Sergeant's Mess. It has all the ice cold water you need. 
Inshallah."

Cursing him, the Taliban staggered away over the hill.

Several hours later he staggered back, collapsed with dehydration & 
rasped ... "They won't let me in without a f-------g tie!”
 



~ Bill Gates ~ 
This should be posted in every school or kid's bedroom. 

Love him or hate him , he sure hits the nail on the head with this.!!! 

Bill Gates recently gave a speech at a High School about eleven (11) things they 
did not and will not learn in school. 
He talks about how feel-good, politically correct teachings created a generation 
of kids with no concept of reality and how this concept set them up for failure in 
the real world. 

Rule 1 : Life is not fair - get used to it! 

Rule 2 : The world doesn't care about your self-esteem. The world will expect you to 
accomplish something BEFORE you feel good about yourself.

Rule 3 : You will NOT make $60,000 a year right out of high school. You won't be a vice-
president with a car phone until you earn both.

Rule 4 : If you think your teacher is tough, wait till you get a boss

Rule 5 : Flipping burgers is not beneath your dignity. Your Grandparents had a different word 
for burger flipping: They called it opportunity.

Rule 6 : If you mess up, it's not your parents' fault, so don't whine about your mistakes, learn 
from them.

Rule 7 : Before you were born, your parents weren't as boring as they are now. They got that 
way from paying your bills, cleaning your clothes and listening to you talk about how cool you 
thought you were:
So before you save the rain forest from the parasites of your parent's generation, try delousing 
the closet in your own room..

Rule 8 : Your school may have done away with winners and losers, but life HAS NOT. In some 
schools, they have abolished failing grades and they'll give you as MANY TIMES as you want 
to get the right answer.. 
*This doesn't bear the slightest resemblance to ANYTHING in real life.

Rule 9 : Life is not divided into semesters. You don't get summers off and very few employers
are interested in helping you FIND YOURSELF.
*Do that on your own time.

Rule 10 : Television is NOT real life. In real life people actually have to leave the coffee shop 
and go to jobs.

Rule 11 : Be nice to nerds. Chances are you'll end up working for one.

 

If you can read this...Thank a Teacher. 
If you can read this in English...Thank a Soldier! 

And for life and everything else you have...Thank God!! 
 





Fantastic News from The Benefits 
Agency: 

      
 .     

    
     

      
    

     
If I hear anything else, I'll let you 

know!  



The son of an illegal immigrant asks his dad, 
"Dad, what's democracy?"

"Well, son, that's when the British work and we 
get all the benefits from it!"

"But Dad, aren't the British people unhappy 
about that?"

"Sure they are son, but that's called 'racism.'"
 



New ad for travel in Asia  
     

  Brisbane airport billboard for new Thai Airline  



Importance of Tax Return Accuracy 

HMRC has returned the Tax Return of a man in 
Evesham after he apparently answered one of the 
questions incorrectly.

In response to the question 'Do you have anyone 
dependent on you?' the man wrote '2.1 million illegal 
immigrants, 1.1 million crackheads, 4.4 million 
unemployable Jeremy Kyle scroungers, 900,000 
criminals in over 85 prisons, plus 650 idiots in 
parliament and the whole of the European Commission.

HMRC stated that the response was unacceptable.

The man's response to HMRC was 'Who did I miss out?

As reported in the Valley News January 13 2013



Subject: Australian Bar Scene

A man walks into his crowded local bar 
brandishing a revolver yelling,

"Who's the bastard here who's been 
screwing my wife?"

A voice from the back of the bar shouts;

"You don't have enough ammo, mate"



THIS COULD BE US SOMEDAY!

A couple in their nineties are both having problems remembering things. During a check-up, the 
doctor tells them that they're physically okay, but they might want to start writing things down to 
help them remember ..

Later that night, while watching TV, the old man gets up from his chair. 'Want anything while I'm in 
the kitchen?' he asks.

'Will you get me a bowl of ice cream?'

'Sure.'

'Don't you think you should write it down so you can remember it?' she asks.

'No, I can remember it.'

'Well, I'd like some strawberries on top, too. Maybe you should write it down, so as not to forget it?'

He says, 'I can remember that. You want a bowl of ice cream with strawberries.'

'I'd also like whipped cream. I'm certain you'll forget that, write it down?' she asks.

Irritated, he says, 'I don't need to write it down, I can remember it! Ice cream with strawberries and 
whipped cream - I got it, for goodness sake!'

Then he toddles into the kitchen. After about 20 minutes, the old man returns from the kitchen and 
hands his wife a plate of bacon and eggs. She stares at the plate for a moment.

'Where's my toast?'

An elderly couple had dinner at another couple's house, and after eating, the wives left the table 
and went into the kitchen.

The two gentlemen were talking, and one said, 'Last night we went out to a new restaurant and it 
was really great. I would recommend it very highly.'

The other man said, 'What is the name of the restaurant?'

The first man thought and thought and finally said, 'What's the name of that flower you give to 
someone you love? You know, the one that's red and has thorns.'

'Do you mean a rose?'

'Yes, that's the one,' replied the man. He then turned towards the kitchen and yelled, 'Rose, what's 
the name of that restaurant we went to last night?'

Hospital regulations require a wheel chair for patients being discharged. However, while working 
as a student nurse, I found one elderly gentleman already dressed and sitting on the bed with a 
suitcase at his feet, who insisted he didn't need my help to leave the hospital.

After a chat about rules being rules, he reluctantly let me wheel him to the elevator.

On the way down I asked him if his wife was meeting him.

'I don't know,' he said. 'She's still upstairs in the bathroom changing out of her hospital gown.'



A senior citizen said to his eighty-year old buddy:

'So I hear you're getting married?'

'Yep!'

'Do I know her?'

'Nope!'

'This woman, is she good looking?'

'Not really.'

'Is she a good cook?'

'Naw, she can't cook too well.'

'Does she have lots of money?'

'Nope! Poor as a church mouse.'

'Well, then, is she good in bed?'

'I don't know.'

'Why in the world do you want to marry her then?'

'Because she can still drive!'

A man was telling his neighbour, 'I just bought a new hearing aid. It cost me four thousand dollars, 
but it's state of the art. It's perfect.'

'Really,' answered the neighbour. 'What kind is it?'

'Twelve thirty.'

Morris, an 82 year-old man, went to the doctor to get a physical.

A few days later, the doctor saw Morris walking down the street with a gorgeous young woman on 
his arm.

A couple of days later, the doctor spoke to Morris and said, 'You're really doing great, aren't you?'

Morris replied, 'Just doing what you said, Doc: 'Get a hot mamma and be cheerful.''

The doctor said, 'I didn't say that.. I said, 'You've got a heart murmur; be careful.'

One more. . .!

A little old man shuffled slowly into an ice cream parlour and pulled himself slowly, painfully, up 
onto a stool... After catching his breath, he ordered a banana split.

The waitress asked kindly, 'Crushed nuts?'

'No,' he replied, 'Arthritis.'



Sometimes it DOES take a Rocket Scientist!! (true story).. 

******

FROM  ROLLS-ROYCE STAFF MAGAZINE

******

Scientists at Rolls Royce built a gun specifically to launch dead chickens at the windshields of airliners and 
military jets all travelling at maximum velocity.

The idea is to simulate the frequent incidents of collisions with airborne fowl to test the strength of the 
windshields.

American engineers heard about the gun and were eager to test it on the Windshields of their new high 
speed trains.

Arrangements were made, and a gun was sent to the American engineers.

 

When the gun was fired, the engineers stood shocked as the chicken shot out of the barrel, crashed into the 
shatterproof shield, smashed it to smithereens, blasted through the control console, snapped the engineer's 
back-rest in two and embedded itself in the back wall of the cabin like an arrow shot from a bow..

The horrified Americans sent Rolls Royce the disastrous results of the experiment, along with the designs of 
the windshield and begged the British scientists for suggestions.

You're going to love this......

Rolls Royce responded with a one-line memo:

 

 

"Defrost the chicken."



This just in – according to a Gallop poll, 83 per cent of people are fed up with 
Tesco burger jokes.

For the rest of you:

Hamburgers – an anagram of “Shergar Bum” – coincidence?

 

To eat or not eat a Tesco burger – that is equestrian.

 

I had one of them horse burgers – gave me the trots

 

I’ve just checked the Tesco burgers in my fridge…….AND THEY’RE OFF!

 

The Food Standards Agency have started a National Hunt for the guilty parties.

 

Tesco mini burgers – horsed’oeuvre or mane?

   

I like mine cooked medium to Redrum

 

They are sold in France as Tesco Cheval ue

 

They found horse DNA? – what’s the National Dyslexics Association got to do 
with this story?

 

Do you prefer your burger medium rare, or good to firm?

You know what they say, Shergar and spice and all things nice

 



What do you drink with horse meat – eqWine?

 

What’s next? Unicorn in Tesco sweetcorn?

 

If you’re burger is 75 per cent beef, does that make it a 
Quarterhorse?

How do you eat a horse burger – put a bit in your mouth, 
silly!

 

What cheese do you have with a Tesco burger – 
mascarpone of course!

 

It gets worse, now they’ve found traces of zebra in Tesco bar codes

 

I went to a Tesco café yesterday and ordered a burger. They asked me if I wanted anything 
on it, and I said: ‘Yes — a fiver each way.’

Does anyone have a tooth pick? I had a Tesco burger last night and there’s still a bit 
between my teeth.

My daughter has always wanted a pony, so I’m buying her a Tesco Quarter Pounder for her 
birthday.

My doctor told me to watch what I eat, so I went out and bought tickets for the Grand 
National.

If you think horse meat’s bad, wait until you try Tesco’s veggie burgers. They’re made of 
genuine uniQuorn.

Scientist: ‘Sir, we’ve discovered horse meat in your burgers.’
Tesco boss: ‘Why the long face?’

I won’t eat Tesco burgers. They may be low in fat, but they have a very high Shergar 
content.

Tesco are giving treble points on your Clubcard for all burgers and petrol, starting today. 
The deal’s called Only Fuel and Horses.

What do you call a burnt Tesco burger? Black Beauty.

A motorist gets pulled over by a police officer, who asks him to blow into a breathalyser. The 
machine beeps.



‘I’m sorry Sir,’ says the officer. ‘You’re over the limit. Can you tell me what you have had 
tonight?’

‘Nothing Officer,’ replies the man. ‘Just a burger from Tesco.’
‘That explains it,’ says the policeman. ‘I knew I could smell Red Rum.’

They’ve found horse meat in Tesco burgers? It’s an unbridled disaster.

A Tesco burger walks into a bar. ‘A pint please.’
‘I can’t hear you,’ says the barman.

‘Sorry’ replies the burger. ‘I’m a little bit horse.’

I selected some burgers on the Tesco website. And then clicked ‘Add to cart.’

A woman has been taken to hospital after eating Tesco 
burgers. Her condition is said to be stable.

I used to work on the Tesco meat counter, but it was like 
flogging a dead horse.

Last night I ate a Tesco burger, an Iceland burger and an 
Aldi burger to find out which had the best taste.

Tesco won by a short head.

I think someone may be sending me death threats. I woke up 
this morning with a Tesco burger in my bed.

I bought an ‘award-winning’ Tesco burger. I didn’t realise they meant it had won the 
Cheltenham Gold Cup.

I used to work for Tesco, but I was fired. I got an email about a delivery of horse meat and 
I marked it as spam.

Horse meat in Tesco burgers? What are the odds on that?

I tried to take some burgers back to Tesco but they said they wouldn’t accept them. Looks 
like I’m saddled with them.

Husband: ‘I’m so hungry I could eat a horse.’
Wife: ‘Why don’t you go to Tesco?’

Personally, I think people who don’t like eating horse meat are being a bit blinkered.
Despite the recent news, Tesco says that their beef burger sales remain stable.

I won’t be switching to Tesco Finest burgers. They’re so expensive that buying enough for a 
big family dinner won’t leave you much change from a pony.



I was going to give up fast food for January, but I fell at the final hurdle and had a Tesco 
burger.

Just been to Tesco and bought a bottle of Bacardi, a bottle of Lamb’s and some burgers. So 
that’s white rum, navy rum and Red Rum.

Unused HMV vouchers are now being accepted at Tesco. Just tell them HMV means ‘Horse 
Meat Voucher’.

Despite the recent scandal, Tesco insist they use only meat of the highest quality. A 
spokesman said: ‘Our meat has to clear several hurdles before it goes on sale.’

What’s in this burger? It just jumped over my chips.

I don’t know why there’s a fuss all of a sudden. There’s been horse meat in Tesco burgers for 
donkey’s years.

I like my burgers with a side saddle and neighonnaise.

I hope Tesco were selling those burgers at hoof price.

So there’s horse meat in Tesco’s burgers. Don’t worry, it’s not the mane ingredient.

Forget the Everyday Value burgers — I only eat those mini-burgers you have as snacks. You 
know, the horse d’oeuvres.

I bought some Tesco burgers — I wanted to get venison ones, but they were dead dear.

I ordered a Tesco burger the other day — but asked them to hold the dressage.

Tesco would’ve got away with it if it wasn’t for the DN Neigh test.

Other supermarkets are now racing to catch up – coming soon……My Lidl Pony



Walking Eagle 

   
 

On a recent trip to the United States , Tony Blair, Ex. Prime Minister of the UK , 
addressed a major gathering of Native American Indians. 
 
He spoke for almost an hour on his plans for a Carbon Trading Tax for the UK and 
Europe  
 
At the conclusion of his speech, the crowd presented him with a plaque 
inscribed with his new Indian name - Walking Eagle. 
 
A very chuffed Tony then departed in his motorcade, waving to the crowds.. 
 
A news reporter later asked one of the Indians how they came to select the new 
name given to Tony Blair

They explained that Walking Eagle is the name given to a bird so full of shit that it 
can no longer fly.



The Dot 
For centuries, Hindu women have worn a dot on their foreheads. Most of us have naively 
thought this was connected with tradition or religion, but the Indian embassy in London 
has recently revealed the true story. When a Hindu woman gets married, she brings a 
dowry into the union. On her wedding night, the husband scratches off the dot to see 
whether he has won a Convenience Store, a Petrol Station, a Post Office, a Taxi cab, or a 
Curry Restaurant in U.K.  

If nothing is there, he must remain in India to answer telephones and provide us with B.T. 
technical advice.



Two dwarfs go into a bar, where they pick up 
two ' working girls ' and take them to their 
separate hotel rooms for an hour of pleasure.
 
The first dwarf, however, is unable to get an 
erection.
 
His depression is made worse by the fact 
that, from the next room, he hears his friend 
shouting out cries of, "Here I come again! 
ONE, TWO, THREE .... UGH! " 
" Here I come again! ONE, TWO, THREE.... 
UGH!" 
"Here I come again! ONE, TWO, THREE ... 
UGH!" 
This goes on for the whole hour.
 
Later back at the bar, the second dwarf asks 
the first, " How did it go? "
 
The first mutters, " It was embarrassing. I just 
couldn't get an erection."
 
The second dwarf shook his head. 
"You think that's embarrassing? 
I couldn't get on the bed !!" 



This guy is Alvaro Alfkonso de Miranda Neto, a professional golfer:

He was married to --- this woman.

Her name is Cibele Dorsa.

She is a Brazilian swimsuit, Victoria's Secret, and Playboy model.



He divorced her because he fell in love with this woman:

These two are very happily married right now.

Some people argue that love is blind.

This story clearly proves it...

It proves that men are capable of real love;

Truly seeing a person's inner beauty, and

Not basing their decisions solely on looks.

Oh, and by the way...

The new girl is Athina Onassis.

She's worth 12 billion dollars.

Love stories like this kinda bring a tear to your eye, don't they?



ON JULY 20, 1969, AS COMMANDER OF THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR MODULE, NEIL 
ARMSTRONG WAS THE FIRST PERSON TO SET FOOT ON THE MOON. 
  
HIS FIRST WORDS AFTER STEPPING ON THE MOON, "THAT'S ONE SMALL STEP FOR 
MAN, ONE GIANT LEAP FOR MANKIND," WERE TELEVISED TO EARTH AND HEARD BY 
MILLIONS.
  
BUT JUST BEFORE HE RE-ENTERED THE LANDER, HE MADE THE ENIGMATIC REMARK 
- "GOOD LUCK, MR. GORSKY." 
  
MANY PEOPLE AT NASA THOUGHT IT WAS A CASUAL REMARK CONCERNING SOME 
RIVAL SOVIET COSMONAUT.  HOWEVER, UPON CHECKING, THERE WAS NO GORSKY 
IN EITHER THE RUSSIAN OR AMERICAN SPACE PROGRAMS . 
  
OVER THE YEARS, MANY PEOPLE QUESTIONED ARMSTRONG AS TO WHAT THE - 
'GOOD LUCK, MR. GORSKY' STATEMENT MEANT, BUT ARMSTRONG ALWAYS JUST 
SMILED. 
  
ON JULY 5, 1995, IN TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA , WHILE ANSWERING QUESTIONS 
FOLLOWING A SPEECH, A REPORTER BROUGHT UP THE 26-YEAR-OLD QUESTION 
ABOUT Mr Gorsky TO ARMSTRONG. 
  
THIS TIME HE FINALLY RESPONDED BECAUSE MR. GORSKY HAD DIED, SO NEIL 
ARMSTRONG FELT HE COULD NOW ANSWER THE QUESTION. 
HERE IS THE ANSWER TO "WHO WAS MR GORSKY": 
  
IN 1938, WHEN HE WAS A KID IN A SMALL MID-WESTERN TOWN , HE WAS PLAYING 
BASEBALL WITH A FRIEND IN THE BACKYARD. HIS FRIEND HIT THE BALL, WHICH 
LANDED IN HIS NEIGHBOR'S YARD BY THEIR BEDROOM WINDOW. 
  
HIS NEIGHBORS WERE MR. AND MRS. GORSKY. AS HE LEANED DOWN TO PICK UP 
THE BALL, YOUNG ARMSTRONG HEARD MRS. GORSKY SHOUTING AT MR. GORSKY, 
  
"SEX! YOU WANT SEX?! YOU'LL GET SEX WHEN THE KID NEXT DOOR WALKS ON THE 
MOON!" 
  
It broke the place  up. 
  
NEIL ARMSTRONG'S FAMILY CONFIRMED THIS IS A TRUE STORY. 
  



25 REASONS I OWE MY MOTHER
1. My mother taught me TO APPRECIATE A JOB WELL DONE  "If you're going to kill each other, do it outside. I 
just finished cleaning."

2. My mother taught me RELIGION "You better pray that will come out of the carpet."

3. My mother taught me about TIME TRAVEL  "If you don't straighten up, I'm going to knock you into the middle of 
next week!"

4. My mother taught me LOGIC  "Because I said so, that's why."

5. My mother taught me MORE LOGIC  "If you fall out of that swing and break your neck, you're not going to the 
store with me."

6. My mother taught me FORESIGHT "Make sure you wear clean underwear, in case you're in an accident."

7. My mother taught me IRONY "Keep crying, and I'M give you something to cry about."

8. My mother taught me about the science of OSMOSIS "Shut your mouth and eat your supper.

9. My mother taught me about CONTORTIONISM  "Will you look at that dirt on the back of your neck!"

10. My mother taught me about STAMINA "You'll sit there until all that spinach is gone."

11. My mother taught me about WEATHER “This room of yours looks as if a tornado went through it."

12. My mother taught me about HYPOCRISY "If I told you once, I've told you a million times. Don't exaggerate!"

13. My mother taught me the ORACLE OF LIFE  "I brought you info this world, and I can take you out."

14. My mother taught me about BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION  "Stop acting like your father!"

15. My mother taught me about ENVY  "There are millions of less fortunate children in this world who don't have 
wonderful parents like you do."

16. My mother taught me about ANTICIPATION  "Just wait until we get home."

17. My mother taught me about RECEIVING "You are going to get it when you get home!"

18. My mother taught me MEDICAL SCIENCE  "If you don't stop crossing your eyes, they are going to freeze that 
way." 

19. My mother taught me ESP "Put your sweater on; don't you think I know when you are cold?"

20. My mother taught me HUMOR  "When that lawn mower cuts off your toes, don't come running to me."

21. My mother taught me HOW TO BECOME AN ADULT "If you don't eat your vegetables, you'll never grow up."

22. My mother taught me GENETICS "You're just like your father."

23. My mother taught me about my ROOTS "Shut that door behind you. Do you think you were born in a barn?"

24. My mother taught me WISDOM  "When you get to be my age, you'll understand."

25. And my favourite: My mother taught me about JUSTICE "One day you'll have kids, and I hope they turn out just 
like you."



Fabrizio 

Rossi 

Biaggi 

Schettino 

Italians -- it's in their blood!

And still they come!



Exciting new Bupa Programme
 

 

You're a sick senior citizen and the government says they are going to 
sell your house to pay for your nursing care. So what do you do?

Our plan gives anyone 65 years or older a gun and 4 bullets. You are 
allowed to shoot four Politicians.

Of course, this means you will be sent to prison..... where you will get 
three meals a day, a roof over your head, central heating, air 
conditioning and all the health care you need!
 

Need new teeth? No problem. Need glasses? That’s great. Need a new 
hip, knees, kidney, lungs or heart? They’re all covered.
 

As an added bonus, your kids can come and visit you as often as they do 
now.

And who will be paying for all of this? It’s the same government that 
just told you that they cannot afford to pay for your nursing care.
 

And you can get rid of 4 useless politicians while you are at it.
 

Plus, because you are a prisoner you don't have to pay income tax.

Is this a great country or what?



Good Day and welcome to a brand new edition of

'ASYLUM'
Today's program features another chance to take part in our exciting 

competition:

HIJACK AN AIRLINER
and win

A COUNCIL HOUSE!
We've already given away hundreds of millions of pounds and thousands of 

dream homes, courtesy of our sponsor,

the British Taxpayer.
And don't forget, we're now the fastest‐growing game on the planet.

Anyone can play, provided they don't already hold a valid British Passport, and 
you only need one word of English:

'ASYLUM'
Prizes include all‐expenses‐paid accommodation, cash benefits starting at £180 
a week and a chance to earn thousands more begging, mugging, burgling and 

accosting drivers at traffic lights.
This competition is open to everyone buying a ticket or stowing away on one of 

our partner airlines, ferry companies or Eurostar.
No application ever refused ‐ reasonable or unreasonable.

All you have to do is destroy all your papers and remember the magic password:

'ASYLUM'
A few years ago, 140 members of a Taliban family from Afghanistan were flown 
Goat Class from Kabul to our international gateway at Stansted where local   
law‐enforcement officers were on hand to fast‐track them to their luxury

£200‐a‐night rooms in the fabulous four‐star Hilton Hotel.

They joined tens of thousands of other lucky winners already staying in hotels all 
over Britain ...

our most‐popular destinations also include the White Cliffs of Dover and the 
world famous Toddington Services area, in historic Bedfordshire.

If you still don't understand the rules, don't forget, there's no need to phone a 



friend or ask the audience

Just apply for legal aid.
Hundreds of lawyers, social workers and counsellors are waiting to help

FREE
It won't cost you a penny.

It could change your life forever.

So play today.

Iraqi terrorists, Afghan dissidents, Albanian gangsters, pro‐Pinochet activists, 
anti‐Pinochet activists, Kosovan drug‐smugglers, Tamil Tigers, bogus Bosnians, 

Rwandan mass murderers, Somali guerrillas...the list is endless

EVERYONE IS WELCOME ‐ INCLUDING ALL YOUR OWN WIVES AND 
CHILDREN

COME ON DOWN!

Get along to the airport! Get along to the lorry park!
Get along to the ferry terminal! Don't stop in Germany or France!

All European countries will willingly speed you on your way!

Come straight to Britain
And you are:

**** GUARANTEED ****
to be one of tens of thousands of lucky winners in the easiest 

game on earth.

Everyone's a winner, when they play
'ASYLUM'

 

PLEASE FORWARD THIS TO EVERY BRITISH 
TAXPAYER YOU KNOW!



Always choose a memorable password!

A wife helps her husband install a new computer. 
Once it is completed, she tells him to select a password,

a word that he'll always remember. 
As the computer asks him to enter it, he looks at his wife and with a

macho gesture and a wink in his eye, he selects a word, but he is 
annoyed with her reaction when he selects: 

mypenis. 
As he hits "enter", to validate the selection, his wife 

collapses with laughter and rolls on the floor in hysteria

The computer had replied:

TOO SHORT- ACCESS DENIED! 



Abdullah in the nursing home

An Arab family was considering putting their grandfather (Abdullah) in a 
nursing home All the Arab Facilities were completely full, so they had to put 
him in an Italian home.

After a few weeks in the Italian facility, they came to visit Grandpa.

"How do you like it here?" asked the grandson

"It's wonderful! Everyone here is so courteous and respectful," said grandpa.

"We're so happy for you. We were worried that this was the wrong place for 
you, since you are a little different from everyone."

"Oh, no! Let me tell you about how wonderfully they treat the residents," 
Abdullah said with a big smile.

"There's a musician here - he's 85 years old. He hasn't played the violin in 20 
years, and everyone still calls him Maestro!

There is a judge in here - he's 95 years old. He hasn't been on the bench in 30 
years and everyone still calls him Your Honour!

There's a dentist here - 90 years old. He hasn't fixed a tooth for 25 years, 
and everyone still calls him Doctor!

And Me - I haven't had sex for 35 years, and they still call me The Fucking 
Arab.



Brain teaser for the day.. Don't ask me how this works !
 

 

 

At the end of this message, you are asked a question. 
Answer it immediately.. 

Don't stop and think about it.

Just say the first thing that pops into your mind. 
This is a fun 'test'...

Give it a try,

then e-mail it around 

and you'll see how many people you know 
fall into the same percentage as you.. 

Be sure to put in the subject line if you 
are among the 98% or the 2%.

You'll understand what that means 
after you finish taking the 'test..' 
Now - just follow the instructions 

as quickly as possible.

Do not go to the next calculation before you have finished the previous one.. 
You do not ever need to write or remember the answers, 

just do it using your mind.. You'll be surprised.. 

Start: How much is: 15 + 6



21

3 + 56 

59

89 + 2 



91

12 + 53 

65

75 + 26 



101 

25 + 52 

77

63 + 32 



95

I know! Calculations are hard 
work, 

but it's nearly over.. 

Come on, one more! ..... 



123 + 5 

128 

QUICK! THINK ABOUT 
A COLOUR AND A TOOL!

Scroll further to the bottom.... 



A bit more... 



You just thought about a red 
hammer, didn't you?

 

If this is not your answer, you are among 
2% of people who have a different, if not 
abnormal, mind. 

98% of the folks would answer a 
red hammer while doing this exercise. 

If you do not believe this, pass it around 
and you'll see. 

Be sure to put in the subject line if you 
are among the 98% or the 2% and 
send it on. 



Conversation overheard on the VHF Guard (emergency) frequency 121.5 MHz while 
flying from Europe to Dubai ...

Iranian Air Defence Site:

'Unknown aircraft you are in Iranian airspace. Identify yourself.' 

Aircraft:

'This is a British aircraft. I am in Iraqi airspace.' 

Air Defence Site:

'You are in Iranian airspace. If you do not depart our airspace we will launch 
interceptor aircraft!' 

Aircraft:

'This is a Royal Air Force GR4 Tornado fighter - Send 'em up - I'll wait!' 

Air Defence Site:

( ...... complete silence)


